It was one-o-clock in the morning and I heard boom boom boom boom and a bunch of girls screaming like as if they were having a screaming and I woke up screaming and I jumped off my bed like a kangaroo and ran to my mom's room like a race car.

Violence can affect my life in many ways. One way violence can affect my life would be that many people die's and you don't know who would be next. It can be you or one of your family members or even maybe your friend. The other way would be that many people lose their lives and sometimes for no reasons. The final reason is because since that day my heart started to beat
Super fast like a speed car.

There is many causes of violence. One way is that people can die. They can also get very hurt; it's also bad because gangs sometimes people get killed for no reasons.

We can prevent violent in many ways. One way is be nice, mind your business, and don't get in things that you don't know why there happening. The second reason is stop bullying.

In conclusion violence can get people in many risks.